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- Third Quarter 2018 (July 1- September 30)

Compiled by Denice Carr

1. ADDICTIONS
2. FAMILY
3. EDUCATION
4. HEATLH
5. ECONOMY
6. CRIME
7. GOVERNMENT
8. FAITH & VALUES
9. PUBLIC SAFETY

-WEATHER



There follows a list of some of the significant issues responded to by, KLVS-FM, Livermore, California, along with significant programming treatment of those 
issues for the period of June 1- September 30, 2018.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which the issue appear does not reflect any priority 
or significance.  All time are Pacific Time zones.

Family Local Closer 
Look

7/29
8/26

7:30 pm 20 
minutes 

Parks & Recreation- The local parks, venues, historic houses, dog parks, events, trails, 
etc. Guest: Maryalice Faltings, Board Chair, LARPD

Family Local Closer 
Look

7/22
9/2

7:30 pm 20 
minutes 

Aging Nursing Homes- Interviews with a guest on the Tri-Valley Senior Support Center. 
Guest: Robert Taylor, Executive Director, Tri-Valley Senior Support Center.

Public Safety BREAKAWAY 
News
KLVR
KLRS
KLVS

7/7 4:20 am 20 seconds 3,360 firefighters have been able to stop the forward advance of the county fire affecting 
Napa and Yolo counties. So far it has charred nearly ninety thousand acres, but Cal Fire 
reports its almost fifty percent contained. Two issues firefighters have had to contend with 
were both the heat and difficult terrain in some areas. A return in the wind hasn’t helped 
the situation either. Some mandatory evacuations are still in effect and to find out more 
on those you can dial 211 if you live in Yolo county, or text your zip code to triple eight 
triple seven if you live in Napa County. So once again that’s 211 for Yolo County or send 
your zip code to Triple Eight Triple Seven for Napa, and you’ll be able to find out whether 
or not those evacuation orders affect you. 

Public Safety BREAKAWAY 
News
KLVN
KLRS
KLVS
KYKL
KLXF

7/8 8:10 pm 20 seconds A quick moving fire this evening has shut down Interstate 580 near the Altamont Pass. 
The CHP has closed the freeway from North Flynn Road near Livermore to Grant Line Road 
near Tracy. The fire has consumed about 500 acres, and smoke along the freeway in near 
zero. No injuries have been reported or are any structures threatened at this time.
Caltrans says there is no ETA on the re-opening of 580, so if you’re heading into the 
Central Valley or out of the valley, best to find an alternate route, whether it be Highway 4 
or over Pacheco Pass on Highway 152, or Interstate 80. 

Public Safety BREAKAWAY 
News
KLVR
KLVS

7/9 8:40 pm 20 seconds Firefighters continue to make progress in the battle against the County Fire affecting Napa 
and Yolo counties. So far it has burned just over ninety thousand acres, but Cal Fire 
reports it is 73% contained. They say their goal is to have full containment of the fire by 
this Thursday, July 12th. Higher temperatures, lower humidity and winds are expected to 
continue this week as firefighters keep working to strengthen control lines. Unburned 
pockets of fuel continue to burn within the interior of the fire. But damage inspection 
teams continue to make progress checking areas where fire activity has diminished. At 
least twenty-five hundred people have been told to evacuate and some mandatory 
evacuations are still in effect. To find out more on those you can dial 211 if you live in Yolo 
county, or text your zip code to 888777 if you live in Napa County. That’s 211 for Yolo 
County and text your zip code to Triple Eight Triple Seven for Napa County. You’ll receive 
an answer on whether those evacuation orders affect you.

Public Safety BREAKAWAY 
News
KLVR
KLVS

7/18 4:00 pm 20 seconds Expect major delays if you’re using the 101 to head north out of San Francisco today. 
Santa Rosa Fire and Police along with AMR and CHP are at scene of a hazmat incident 
involving an oxygen tanker truck that exploded between two buildings near the Kaiser Old 
Redwood Hwy campus.  The campus has been evacuated and Hwy 101 and Old Redwood 
Hwy are both closed in both directions in the immediate area. Expect delays out of the city 
and north through Santa Rosa. If possible, avoid getting on 101 or find a way off as early 
as you can before you’re routed off.

Public Safety BREAKAWAY 7/18 4:55 pm 20 seconds Things should be easing up a bit soon if you’re headed out of San Francisco to the north. 



News
KLVR
KLVS

Santa Rosa Fire and police officials have reopened Highway 101 in Santa Rosa following an accident 
involving an oxygen tanker. The nearby Kaiser Redwood campus was evacuated and officials are now 
looking into what happened with the truck. Some side streets in the area were also closed as officials 
believed there to be a potential hazmat situation. Expect some residual traffic slowdowns in the area for 
a while yet, but recovery is on it’s way, hang in there. 

Public Safety BREAKAWAY 
News
KLVS

7/26 7:45 pm 20 seconds The forward progress of the flames from the Marsh Fire near Clayton have been stopped. 
Its 60% contained. However mandatory evacuations do remain in place, along Marsh 
Creek Road from Morgan Territory Road to Gill Drive. And some roads are closed. 
The area will be without power until 9am. There are evacuation centers are open at the 
Clayton Library Meeting Room and at the Brentwood Community Center. Four structures 
have been lost including one home. And at least uh-hundred other structures remained 
threatened. The fire has burned 247 acres near Clayton so far. We’re praying for the 
safety of the first responders and all those affected. We’ll keep you updated as things 
change.

Public Safety BREAKAWAY 
News
KLVS

8/10 8:00 pm 20 seconds A grass fire broke out in Solano County near Fairfield at 4:40 p.m. The fire moved over 
the ridge to the neighboring Gold Ridge Development, where residents of Hancock Drive 
and Hom Lane are being evacuated. Evacuations are also continuing in the Paradise Valley 
area. Officials are evacuating homes on Constitution Avenue, Estates Drive, and Couples 
Circle near the Paradise Valley Golf Course. Anyone in that area is asked to leave 
immediately. The City of Vacaville has also begun evacuating the following streets: 
Youngsdale Drive south of Foxboro; Melissa Court; Kirby Court; and Laurelwood Way.
An evacuation center has been set up at Fairfield High School. Residents from senior living 
centers in the area are being taken to Fairfield High as well.

Public Safety BREAKAWAY 
News
KLVS

9/11 6:30 am 20 seconds Evacuation Orders have been issued in Marin County after the Irving Fire sparked last 
night in the Samuel P. State Park in Lagunitas. At least 100 acres have been destroyed in 
this difficult area for firefighters to access. Right now, the fire’s only 10% contained, and 
county fire official say it’s threatening at least 150 structures. Evacuations are in place… 
Officials are urging those of us living in the area of Mountain King Road, Portola Avenue, 
and Alamo down to Barranca, to leave the area. Upper parts of Forest Knolls and 
Lagunitas are under evacuation warnings. Heavy smoke is affecting surrounding counties 
which could make it difficult for some of us to breath. Lagunitas School at 1 Lagunitas 
School Road has been designated as the evacuation center for residents. The American 
Red Cross has been sent there to help evacuees. It seems though, the evacuation center 
will not affect the school schedule… but, you might want to check with the school if you 
have your kids going there. 


